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Welcome to my AB Sculpt Guide.  

 

This program is meant to be done

2-3 days per week in under 20

minutes and in addition to your

regular workouts when you are

ready to tone up that mid section

and unveil a tight strong core.  

Remember that nutrition is key

and in order to maximize your

results and  

whittle away your mid section

adhering to my Fit5 Nutrition

program is key.



Fit5 Guide 

Do each of the exercises listed for 10 repetitions

(per side if applicable). 

 

*You can do up to 25 reps per exercise but start

with 10. 

 

If you would like to increase the intensity add a

minute side plank between circuits (as shown in

the guide) 

 

Once you do all 5 exercises for the prescribed reps

that is equal to 1 circuit. 

 

 

You must complete the circuit 5 times with as

little rest between exercises as possible. 

 

Make sure you perform this circuit when your

body is warm.  You can add this on to your

happiness activity or you can perform the

included warmup. And don't forget to do the

stretching portion of the workout. 



 Warmup Visual Guide
Do each warm up exercise for 1 minute

Jumping Jacks

Opposite Toe

Touch

Modify by stepping out

instead of jumping

Remember to engage

your core by pulling your

naval to spine

Bend from side to side

reaching arm up and over

alternate sides

Side Bends



Ab Sculpt

V-ups 

Scissor Kicks

Lay flat on your back and

reach your hands to your

toes while balancing on

your tailbone. To intensify

the movement hold a

dumbbell in your hands.

To modify leave your feet

touching the floor and

reach your hands to your

toes. Remember to keep

your naval pulled to your

spine.

Lay on your back and raise

your legs 8-12 inches above

the ground.  Alternate legs

as you scissor kick. One rep

is equal to scissor kicking

the right leg then the left

leg. To intensify bring your

legs closer to the ground.

To modify bring them

higher and place your

hands under your tailbone

for support. Remember to

draw your naval to your

spine. 

Targets entire abdominal

wall

Targets lower abs



Toe Touch 

 

Start on your back and

extend both arms overhead

and place them on the

floor. Hover both legs 8-12

inches off of the ground.

Reach your R leg up and

reach your L hand to touch

your R toe keeping your

opposite arm on the ground

and opposite leg hovering

(never let either of your feet

touch). Repeat on the other

side. This is one rep. To

intensify hold a dumbbell 

and to modify do not hover

your legs.

Works your entire core

plus your obliques

Plank Reach  Start in a plank position. Lift R

leg and L arm at the same

time. Tighten your glutes and

bring your naval to your spine.

Lower and repeat on the

other side. This is one rep. To

intensity hold the extended

position for a count of 5. To

modify only raise your leg and

keep both hands on the floor. 

Targets your entire

core and glutes.



Mermaids
Lay on your R side. Place

R arm along your body

on the floor. Bring L hand

behind your head. As you

lift both legs off the

ground balance on your

right hip and lift your

upper body up to allow L

elbow to connect with L

knee. You can use your

right hand to help if

needed by pressing into

the floor. Repeat for the

desired reps and then

switch sides.  To intensify

bring both hands behind

your head. To modify lift

only the top leg. 
*Side Plank*

Optional 

 

For maximum intensity

add this side plank

between every circuit

and hold for 45-60

seconds on each side.  

 

This works your entire

abdominal wall and focuses

on your obliques.

This works your core and your

obliques as well as your

shoulders.



 Stretch  
 Hold the first two stretches for 60 seconds  each side

Seated side

stretch 

 

Cat /Cow Pose

Rotate through 5 times.

Pigeon Pose



Congrats Rockstar!  You have completed my Ab

Sculpt Workout! Don't forget to let the crew in our

Facebook group hear all about your success and

post about your workout in the "Fit in 5 Tribe" 

Keep on going!  And aim to fo this add on ab

workouts 2-3 times per week.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/Fitin5tribe/

